
OF CREATION. 14:5 

of princes the story of their adventures, there is but narra
tive and description; in the later, a series of magnificent pic
tures, that form and then dissolve before the spectator, and 
compr!se, in their vivid tints and pregnant outlines, the fu
ture history of a world. And one of these two episodes,.
that wlrich relates to the creation of all things,-must have 
as certainly had a place in human bisto17 as in the master 
epic of England. Man wottld have for ever remained igno· 
rant of many of those events related in tl1e opening chapters 
of Scriptttre which took place ere there was a httman eye to 
witness or a human memory to recot .. d, had he not been per
mitted, like Adam of old, to holcl intercourse with the intel
ligences that had preceded him in creation, or with the great 
Creator himself, the Author of them all ; and the question 
has been asked of late, both in our own country and on the 
Continent, What was the form and nature of the revelation 
by which the pre-Adamic history of the earth and heavens 
was originally oonveyed to man ~ Was it conveyed, like the 
sublime story of Raphael, as a piece of narrative, dictated, 
mayhap, to the inspired penman, or miracttlously borne in 
upon his mind ~ Or was it conveyed by a succession of su .. 
blime visions like that wluch Michael is represented as call
ing up before Adam, when, purging his "visual nerves with 
~.uphrasy and rue,, l1e enabled him to see, in a series of scenes, 
the history of his offspring from tl1e crime of Cain down to 
the destruction of the Old World by a flood 1 The passages 
in whicl1 the history of creation is recorded give no intimation 
whatever of their own history; and so we are left to balance 
the probabilities regarding the mode and form in which they 
were originally revealed, and to found our ttltimate conclusions 
respecting them on evidence not direct, but circumstantial 

The Continental writers on this curious subject may be 
regarded as not inadequately represented by Dr J. H. Kurtz, 
Professor of Theology at Dorpat,-one of the many ingenious 
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